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Vitric Quality Flooring Systems has been operating for 13 years in the stone floor and concrete restoration,
grinding and sealing industries and have completed work for many of Sydney's leading companies. 
 
We use the Klindex range of floor grinders and planetario's along with specialised equipment, which has 
allowed us to carry out grinding and finishing of the stone and concrete flooring faster whilst giving a near 
factory finish.
 
There are many different floor grinders available, to achieve the best results possible it is critcial to grind the 
floor flat in the first grinding process. The flatter the floor, the better the results in the honing and the polishing 
stages. The Klindex machinery that we use allows us to grind the floor flat through the use of patented Planetary 
Heads and direct drive machinery, giving us a truely superior finish.
 
Our quality of finish is achieved by a combination of the latest machinery and diamonds from Italy as well as well 
trained and presented staff.Over the years we have completed restoration and grinding work on all types of 
natural stone and concrete flooring ranging from 20m2 of domestic works to 10,000 m2 commercial projects, 
examples are:
 
        •Sydney Superdome - 10,000m2 terrazzo
        •Mosman Girls High School – 700m2 of polished concrete
        •35 Buckingham Street Surry Hill– 400m2 of polished concrete
        •Sydney International Airport – 4,000m2 of grinding and polishing Quarella Tiles
        •275 Kent Street – 3,000 m2, Clean and seal of Exfoliated Granite
 
Our specialised Super Concrete System has been finished in a range of both domestic and commercial properties, examples are:
 
         •Kennards Hire Waterloo Show room       
        •Kennards Hire Rydalmere Show room       
        •Top floor 18 Aquatic Drive Frenchs Forest - 150m2        
         •Roche Pharmaceutical Dee Why- 400m2        
        
If you are looking for a company that can provide both a high quality service as well as a competitive rate, 
please feel free to call our office on 02 9758 8566 or contact me to discuss how we could be of assistance to you 
in the future.
 
Regards Glenn Henderson or Frank Gallo
Directors
Vitric Quality Flooring Systems 
Mobile: 0418 489 704
 
E-mail: vitric@pacific.net.au

 

   

 
 
  
  

 



The  “SUPER CONCRETE SYSTEM®”
NEW POLISHED CONCRETE FLOOR

by KLINDEX AUSTRALIA

The Super Concrete Floor System is a method created and developed by Klindex through patented grinding 
machines and special diamond tools to

transforms ordinary concrete into a beautiful, glossy, easy-to-clean  surface!!!

The Super Concrete Floor System (or Polished Concrete in USA), is called “the floor system of the future” .

Polished concrete is fast becoming the ultimate no-wax flooring material. Thanks to recent advances in polishing 
equipment and techniques, contractors are now grinding concrete floor surfaces, whether new or old to a high-gloss 
finish that never needs waxes or coatings than can peel or wear off.

A Polished Concrete floor provides an extremely high quality durable finish similar in appearance to natural stones 
as marble or terrazzo. But with a superior hardness because it has a high resistance against traffic wear. Therefore 
Polished Concrete has become very popular in high traffic areas as it provides an easy maintenance surface.
The Klindex method through the use of Planetary heads and direct drive machinery creates a very flat and smooth 
surface, ideal for industrial purposes with very beautiful and aesthetically appearing. The flat surface greatly decreases 
the vibrations that otherwise appears in forklift. This reduces the need of maintenance on wearing parts such as tyres 
and transmission. The absence of an electrical isolating covering reduces the stress on electronic components caused 
by ESD-disturbances. The benefits in the working environment are even greater for the employees. The problems with 
heavy staining form tyre-marks on epoxy floors disappear because Super Concrete doesn’t bind rubber marks at all 
( this is the reason why the floor can be kept clean with a minimum of effort in an ecologic way.
The superior durability and performance of concrete, Polished concrete has been enjoyed in warehouse and 
industrial facilities , office facilities, Restaurants, Manufacturing Facilities, Automotive Shops, Garages , 
Showroom Floors and Residential Interiors, due to its low cost, high durability, long life, very high abrasion resistant 
nature and high gloss floor finishing. 
Thanks to Super Concrete Floor System the floor becomes up to  8 times harder and resistant  by using the 
“Klindex Hardener densifier” by KLINDEX® .
Briefly, the technique involves: 
             - Grinding the concrete until aggregates appears (exposing the aggregates) or to the level you require. 
 - Consolidation of concrete with special impregnator. This process causes a chemical change with the result of 
a higher hardness of the floor. 
 - Honing and polishing with diamonds to produce a high gloss (shine) of the surface.



During the process of polishing the concrete: 
 - The floor is being flattened

 
 

 - Concrete dust is being concealed in by the SUPERVACK DUST COLLECTOTOR into  plastic bags restricting 
particulates from becoming airborne 
 - Impurities in the concrete are being removed  
 - The floor is becoming more dense
 - Lippage, curled joints and uneven slabs (trip hazards) will be resolved .

Each step in the process increases the shine and reflectivity of the surface. As it is a multi-step process, clients who 
are unsure if they want a fully polished look, or a honed finish with some surface shine, can review the floor at the 
various diamond grits to determine the level of shine. Also uncoloured or coloured to meet their maintenance an aesthetic 
requirements.

After the process: 
 - The floor will be flatter than ever before and the floor is able to breath allowing water vapor to pass through the 
slab . 
 - Polished areas can be put into service immediately after the process is complete.
 - The floor will be slip resistant/ the COF (Coefficient of friction) will be greatly improved.
 - Daylight factor will be increased.
 - Ambient light will increase by the reflection percentages 
 - Air quality will be improved.
 - Maintenance will be dramatically reduced requiring a maximum of one person to perform maintenance on 
thousands of square feet a day.
 - Hardness of concrete will increase by using an environmentally safe densifier.
 - If used in industrial environment, fork trucks tyres will last longer leaving no tyre marks. 
 - Smoothness of the floor and joints will allow fork trucks, carts or dollies to travel more efficiently without 
hazardous spills.
 - If certain areas need refurbished or re-polished in the future, then normal operations can continue while re-
furbishing work is being performed.
 - Extremely easy to maintain by having to use minimal amounts of water and an environmentally safe cleaner.
 - By not covering the concrete with a secondary material, the concrete can perform as a thermal storage material 
to release radiant heat when needed during the winter (provided that the concrete is exposed to the sunlight during the 
day).



BENEFITS of 
 “SUPER CONCRETE SYSTEM®”

by Klindex Australia
The floor becomes hard and strong. 
This is the Longest-Lasting Floor Solution Available.

There is simply no comparison to other floor systems when it comes to the life of a polished concrete floor.  Increased 
strength, for old, deteriorating, weak concrete finishes, with more abrasion resistance and  increase in impact resistance 
as well. The Super Concrete System process  removes the top part of the surface of the old concrete floor (including 
any patchy, partial, or whole coatings), and hardens the exposed surface beneath. Transformation of porous concrete 
into a dense surface 
 - Highly resistant to wear.
 - Highly resistant to scratches.
 - Highly resistant to most chemical.
 - Long -term lifetime.

Perfect for truck traffic:
 - Elimination of tire marks from fork trucks, vehicles and industrial type hoppers and parts baskets.  In other 
floor systems, a tire mark is usually there to stay until the floor is repaired. When a forklift burns out on a coated floor the 
friction caused between its tire and the surface leaves a mark. 
 -  Decrease in overall fork truck tire wear and tear (due to the smoothness of the floor and the leveled “curling” 
joints).  In heavy industrial facilities, rough and uneven surfaces cause tires to wear out rather quickly.

Ecologic , environment friendly 
Polished concrete is a LEEDs friendly product.  It utilizes the existing concrete surfaces which eliminates the need 
for additional coverings and coating materials to be manufactured and purchased.  Tile, carpet, and linoleum wind up 
in landfills when they require replacement.  Polished concrete is highly durable, and should a repolish ever become 
necessary, it is completed on the existing slab at only a fraction of the cost without any significant waste.
 - Concrete is a natural product. 
 - No odour or migration from chemicals.
 - No solvent that evaporates into air.
 - No thickness (as in SLCs) that can cause “Sick Houses” .No products that can cause allergies. 
 - Clean air :no dust emitted from Super Concrete Floor.

The concrete can “breathe” that allows water vapour to evaporate through as there are no coatings that can flake, peel, 
crack or separate and it does not harbour bacteria, mould or fungi, thank to its high natural PH.

Economic : 
Decrease in floor maintenance and less drag on cleaning equipment; making brushes, pads and mops last longer.  Most 
floor systems, even ordinary concrete floors, require aggressive scrubbing in order to maintain a clean environment and 
nice appearance. No More Stripping and Waxing.  With a polished concrete floor system there is no need to wax or strip 
the floor. All of your allocated maintenance labour and material costs for stripping and waxing can now be eliminated and 
added to your bottom line low maintenance cost 

Easy to clean. Just sweep and scrub only.

Cost effective:
Polished concrete is one of the most economical, cost effective flooring alternatives out there. The reduced costs 
associated with saved energy, reduced tire wear, maintenance reduction, and especially the long-lasting durability 
shows that polished concrete is a budget sensible, as well as beautiful, flooring system.
Existing Concrete Floors
 - Old coatings must be removed to bare concrete. And floors must be clean. 
 - Damages should be repaired. 
 - Grinding with Metallic Diamond S.
 - Staining with BETON STAIN COLOR if you need to colour the cement floor.
 - Impregnation with KLINDEX HARDNER. 
 - POLISHING with FK Phenolic Diamond. 
  
 



New Concrete Floors
 - By the addition of coloured aggregates, it is possible to achieve a very elegant appearance in different variations. 
Also crushed coloured glass can be “seeded” into the top layer of fresh concrete where then the grinding, honing and 
polishing processes will reveal the glass pieces.
 - Select colours and aggregates of concrete. 
 - Place concrete and let cure for at least one week before any grinding. 
 - Grinding with Metallic Diamond. 
 - Staining with BETON STAIN COLOR. (When staining new concrete it must normally be cured for at least two 
weeks at 20° C. For optimum results, allow concrete to cure for four weeks). 
 - Impregnation with BETON HARDNER.
 - POLISHING with FK Phenolic diamonds.
  

Comparison with WAX and PAINT COATINGS
Polish or wax coatings are usually used to get a shiny floor. But the higher the shine, the more likely these scuff. That 
is why they last for a relatively short period of time. Furthermore heavier coats are more vulnerable to scratching and 
general wear. Therefore such coating must be frequently stripped before application of new coats. Only to be prepared 
again and again.
Similar is valid for paint coating based on acrylics, epoxies and urethanes (PU), as these must be frequent repainted 
due to wear. In high traffic areas every 2-5 years.
So even if polish and wax sound cheap, in realty these are very expensive. In the long run there are no more expensive 
form of floor coatings than polish and wax.

ABRASION TEST
10 (ten) times increased durability is proofed by the SWEDISH NATIONAL TESTING and RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
(SNTRI)  We would like to refer the RAPPORT of Abrasion Test made On untreated concrete and on polished concrete 
with special new system: 

Abrasion test, July 9, 1999, Ground not polished SS 13 72 41

Number of
revolutions

Abrasion depth (mm)
for Test surface 3

100 0,01

200 0,01

400 0,05

800 0,07

1600 0,37

 Abrasion test, July 9, 1999, Depth impregnated, June 29, 1999 Ground SS 13 72 41

Number of
revolutions

Abrasion depth (mm)
for Test surface 4

100 0,00

200 0,01

400 0,01

800 0,02

1600 0,04

Requirements: K40 High: 800 revolutions = 0,2 and 1600 revolutions = 0,04 Note: Every result given represents 
the mean value of eight measurements
Now it is unquestionably. Grinding, Deep Impregnating  with KLINDEX HARDNER and finally Polishing a Concrete 
Floor with  Klindex diamonds products means the best floor in both economy and looks.



Concrete Polishing: 

 “SUPER CONCRETE SYSTEM®”
Comparative Installation and Maintenance Costs

for Polished Concrete Floors

The information below based on a survey from the American Terrazzo & Mosaic Association compares the cost per square 
foot of commonly used commercial flooring materials and polished concrete floors. This recent examination of flooring costs 
over a 20 year span illustrates not only some of the hidden costs involved in the purchase and installation of various 
materials, it also illustrates the dramatic difference in the cost of these materialsated and added to your bottom line low 
maintenance cost.

Costs per 
Square Foot

Installed
Cost

Annual 
Maintainence

Average Life 
in Years

Replacement 
Cost

Total Expense 
20 years

Cost PSF/
Year

Vinyl Sheet 
Flooring

$2.72 $1.39 9 $3.43 $38.14 $1.91

Vinyl Tile 
Flooring

$1.23 $1.47 15 $1.60 $32.76 $1.64

Ceramic 
Mosaic Tile

$6.48 $1.22 20 x $30.88 $1.54

Quarry Tile $5.78 $0.58 20 x $30.18 $1.51

Cement 
Terrazzo

$8.50 $0.46 20 x $20.10 $1.01

Granit-Glaze $6.50 $0.46 20 x $15.70 $0.79

Polished 
Concrete

$3.98* $0.00 20 x $3.98 $0.19



 
 “SUPER CONCRETE SYSTEM®”

Australian Comparison for flooring 
                      materials
 

 
 

The comparison below is used to show actual costs of materials used on Australian flooring in both commercial 
and residential properties.  
 
We have allwed in the table below an average life span of 20 years for the materials listed below. However it is most 
important to note that concrete does not need to be replaced after 20 years, therefore saving considerable more 
cost over the next life cycle of the replacement flooring material. In reality, the concrete Cost PSM/Year reduces for 
every year after 20 years. 
 
                                        m2 rate        Annual                                 Average Life      Total Expense      Cost PSM/Year
                                                             Maintenance                        in Years            PM2/ 20 Years                                     
                                        
 Vinyl                               $37.00          $8.10 (3 strip & seals)                 20               $199.00                 $9.95
 
Vinyl Tiles                       $24.00          $8.10 (3 strip & seals)                 20              $186.00                  $9.30 
 
Ceramic Tile                   $70.00          Nil                                                 20              $70.00                    $3.50    
 
Terazzo                           $300.00        $8.10 (3 strip & seals)                 20              $462.00                  $23.10 
 
Natural Stone*               $350.00         $120.00 (restoration                   20              $950.00                  $47.50
                                                              every 4 years)     
 
Concrete Slab     **       $120.00          Nil                                                20               $180.00                 $9.00
Klindex Superfloor       $60.00           
 
Concrete Topping***    $115.00          Nil                                                20               $175.00                 $8.75
Klindex Superfloor       $60.00  
 
Concrete Life-span       Nil                  Nil                                                Nil               Nil                         Nil 
* The stone prices above is based on an average of stone pricing ranging from limestome through to granite with
grinding and restoration occuring every 4 years.
 
** The concrete price above for polished concrete allows for the application of the Klindex Superfoor as well as the
costings for the structural slab. The costing for the structural slab is cannot be avoided as it forms part of the 
building and should also be included in the above costings for all flooring materials. If you remove the structural 
slab costing to get like m2 rates to the other available flooring materials, the real cost is $3.00m2 over a 20 year 
period. 
 
 The average cost per m2 for the supply and laying of concete toppings are $110 pm2 for
grey concrete and $120 pm2 for coloured concrete). 
                                                                                                                  
  
  

 



 “SUPER CONCRETE SYSTEM®”
standard process

FOR  OLD AND HARD CONCRETE
 ( not for abrasive and fresh concrete)

FOR ABRASIVE CONCRETE AND
 FOR FRESH CONCRETE

DRY GRINDING

CS00  grit 20  For exposing  the agglomerate 
(the stone inside the concrete) and also to 
cut down  the floor  2-3 mm 

CF0  grit 40 For exposing  the agglomerate 
( the stone inside the concrete) and also 
to cut down the floor  2-3 mm

CS0  grit 40  Similar to CS00 but less 
aggressive. To be used when  there is no 
need to discover a lot the agglomerate  
and for removing  the superficial quarz  

CF1  grit 70 Similar to CF0 but less 
aggressive. To be used when doesn’t 
need to discover a lot the agglomerate  
and for removing  the superficial quarz  

The previous two step  are important if we want to expose a lot the “stones” at the purpose to improve the  estetic 
effect. If we only want  to make the concrete shine  without exposing the “stones”   We suggest to start from  CS1  or 

CF1

CS1  grit 70  Start with CS1  when we 
don’t   want to expose  the stones but  we 
only want  to make the concrete shine

CF2  grit 140  Proceed with  CF2 to 
remove the scratches of CF1   

CS2  grit  140 
Proceed with  CS2 to remove the scratches 
of  CS1  

WET POLISHING DRY POLISHING

Proceed  with  Fenolic diamond discs  
Series  CK   Grit 60, 120.  If the floor is 
soft we suggest to proceed until grit 220

Proceed  with Fenolic diamond discs 
Series  FK  Grit 60, 120. If the floor is soft 
we suggest to proceed until grit 220 

HARDENING by BETON HARDNER After Metallic diamond  discs  it is important to apply Beton 
Hardner.  It improves  8-10 times the hardness of the concrete . Apply uniformly with a sprayer. Brush 
it to allow better penetration. Where the floor dry fast before 10-15 minutes , spray again  and brush 
again .Don’t leave the excess  on the floor in order  to avoid  that at the end there will be some area 
more dark than others. 

Wait  12-24  hours Wait  12-24  hours

Proceed  with  Fenolic diamond discs  
Series  CK   Grit 220, 400

Proceed  with Fenolic diamond discs 
Series  FK  Grit  220, 400

COLOURING (optional ) by    BETON COLOUR  STAIN If you want to give colour to the concrete 
floor , there are available   BETON STAIN CLOUR in 5 colours. Spread on the floor  Beton Colour  
about 1 liter for 7 – 8 m/q and wait one day before to proceed to polish with grit 800. Clean  and buff 
the floor whit  dry DISCO LUX floor pad and remove the dust  .

FINAL POLISHING  Final step polish  with grit 800 If better shine it needs  proceed with grit 1500 or 3000 according 
to the shine wanted  Wash the floor 2 or 3 times whit a solution water and 20% of BETON  SEALER  to remove  the 
residual of dust and  waterproof the floor.



Unit 8, 17-19 Gould St Enfield NSW 2136  Tel. +61 2 9758 8566   fax +61 2 96420856
 web: http://www.klindex.com.au email: vitric@pacific.net.au 




